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Abstract: Ultrasonic waves, which constitute an active testing method, and acoustic emissions (AE),
which can be applied as passive testing technology, can reveal rock damage processes in different
ways. However, few studies so far have simultaneously adopted both, owing to the limitations
of the experimental apparatus. However, the simultaneous use of both methods can improve the
experimental efficiency and help to understand the rock damage evolution more comprehensively.
In this study, concurrent experiments of ultrasonic waves and AE activities were carried out on rock
salt under uniaxial compression, and the deformation characteristics were measured. The fracture
process was divided into four stages with individual characteristics: the elastic compression stage,
brittle-ductile transition with crack initiation, brittle-ductile transition with damage initiation, and
plastic deformation and strain hardening stage. The ultrasonic wave velocity, crack density, ultrasonic
wave amplitude, and attenuation coefficient were obtained to evaluate the damage process. The
ultrasonic wave amplitude and the attenuation coefficient were recommended as forecast indicators,
owing to their sensitivity and operability of measurement. The confining pressure had an inhibitory
effect on crack expansion and on the AE activity, and the damage ultimate stress was defined and
determined according to the AE activity and energy release characteristics. Four critical strengths
of the crack initiation threshold stress, dilatancy boundary stress, short-term strength, and damage
ultimate stress of rock salt were determined and then discussed. These results are valuable in
evaluating rock damage and guiding the operation of underground salt caverns.

Keywords: salt cavern; damage ultimate stress; energy release; ultrasonic wave; acoustic emission

1. Introduction

Salt formations are almost perfectly impermeable and they have good creep properties; therefore,
many countries have used them to store energy and nuclear waste [1–4]. Underground salt caverns are
the safest way to protect energy storage containers from fire and explosion. However, several accidents
have occurred, resulting in substantial damage to property and causing environmental disaster in the
past forty years [5–8]. According to statistical analyses, 38% of accidents were caused by salt over-creep
or cavern structural instability. Therefore, research on the damage evolution laws of rock salt can
provide scientific guidance for the design, construction, and operation of rock salt gas storage. Up to
now, many methods have been applied to study rock damage, such as scanning electron microscopy,
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computed tomography (CT), and density or infrared radiation detection. However, they are not widely
used, owing to the strict requirements on testing conditions or equipment. In recent years, an active
method, as represented by ultrasonic wave detection, and a passive method, as represented by acoustic
emission (AE) monitoring, have been accepted by many scholars, and they have become essential tools
in analyzing and predicting rock damage.

Ultrasonic waves are a good index for evaluating the change of internal structure and mechanical
properties of rocks. When the elastic wave encounters certain obstacles during propagation, such
as inclusions, holes, and cracks, ultrasonic attenuation will occur. This process is presented by the
decline of ultrasonic wave velocity or amplitude [9]. In the 1970s, Oconnell and Budiansky [10,11]
studied the differences of the elastic modulus in crack-bearing rocks and crack-free rocks, and
obtained a relationship between ultrasonic wave velocity and the elastic modulus of rock mass.
An equation depicting ultrasonic wave velocity and fracture density was established. However, it was
not widely used, owing to the difficulty of P-wave (Primary wave) and S-wave (Shear wave) velocity
measurement at that time. In the 1990s, Bellang et al. [12] evaluated the damage process of limestone
during the freeze and thaw cycles using ultrasonic methods and Falls and Young [13] determined
the excavation-disturbed zone of a granite tunnel using AE and ultrasonic techniques. In the 21st
century, research on rock damage using ultrasonic methods became popular. Researchers [14–16]
applied ultrasonic wave attenuation to detect and study damage development in granite and then
demonstrated that the ultrasonic wave velocity was a good indicator for the physical and mechanical
capability of rocks, as well as the gestation environment. Wang and Li [17] and Li et al. [18] showed
the developing velocities of S-waves and P-waves through shale during uniaxial and triaxial loading,
separately. Schulze et al. [3] determined the dilatancy boundary of rock salt through the change in
ultrasonic wave velocity and permeability. Chen et al. [19,20] carried out multiple sets of experiments
on rock salt to obtain the relationship between the ultrasonic wave velocity variations and the process
of salt crystal self-healing.

The AE activity is highly contrasted with the damage evolution of rock materials, which has
become an important indicator in predicting rock rupture. Mogi [21] was the first to study the
differences in AE sequences between rock samples and synthetic samples and revealed the AE
pattern of rocks during the damage process. Rao and Ramana [22], Filimonov et al. [23], and
Rodríguez et al. [24] investigated the AE activities of marble, salt rock, and granite under cyclic
loading, respectively; and, the memory effect of AE of rock had been confirmed. Chen et al. [25] and
Ge and Sun [26] analyzed rock damage during different freezing-thawing cycles using AE activity.
Ren et al. [27,28] studied the effect of uniaxial loading rate on the AE frequency of rock salt and the
number of AE events. Alkan et al. [29] determined the dilatancy boundary by the AE characteristics
during different strain stages in the triaxial compression test of rock salt.

The presented research has broadened the application of ultrasonic wave and AE technology,
which promoted the development of quantitative evaluation of rock damage. However, some of the
limitations of these methods are the following: (1) although ultrasonic wave and AE techniques are
important means in studying the physical and mechanical properties of rocks, both methods were
used simultaneously in the same loading test in only a few experiments; (2) due to the limitation of
the test equipment, the AE activities and the locations of rock under the triaxial loading condition are
studied less. Although some researchers [23,30] have tried to position the AE receiving sensor outside
the triaxial chamber, this change in the method caused a large test error.

In order to address these challenges and to answer open questions in the field, in this paper,
an integrated testing device was used to study the ultrasonic wave and AE activity of rock salt
under triaxial compression conditions (Section 2). The features of rock deformation, ultrasonic wave
attenuation, and AE events and locations were recorded and then analyzed (Sections 3 and 4). The
obtained results provide a new insight into the damage evaluation in salt rock and they lay an
important foundation for further studies.
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2. Experimental Program

2.1. Experimental Apparatus

A TAW-2000 rock mechanics testing machine (Chaoyang Testing Instrument Corporation of
Changchun) carried out the triaxial loading stress, which can provide a maximum axial stress of
4600 kN and a maximum confining pressure of 200 MPa. Both axial and lateral strain gauges
were applied to record the rock deformation during the loading process, and vertical and lateral
displacements were used as feedback signals to control the loading stress. The other selected apparatus
was an integrated device with ultrasonic wave and AE activity, RT-100 (Zhongyi Geotechnical
Instrument Corporation of China), which was composed of an ultrasonic wave testing system, an AE
testing system, and a data recording system. Two sealed indenters were included in the ultrasonic wave
testing system, UWS-A and UWS-B, and two S-wave sensors (Model: SWC37-0.5-SHEAR, as produced
by the Physical Acoustics Company, Princeton Junction, NJ, USA), and one P-wave sensor (Model:
NANO-30, produced by the Physical Acoustics Company, Princeton Junction, NJ, USA) were sealed
in each of them. SWC37-0.5-SHEAR has a central frequency of 350 kHz, and NANO-30 has a central
frequency of 300 kHz. The sensors selected meet the following requirements that are suggested by
ISRM: D ≥ 10λ, λ > d, L ≥ 10d, D is the minimum transverse size of the specimen, λ is the wavelength,
d is the average size of particles in the specimen, and L is the length of the specimen. Therefore,
the specimen can be regarded as an infinite medium in this study. During the testing process, two
indenters were placed on the two ends of the sample. UWS-A was activated to transmit a high voltage
electrical pulse signal, which could be received by UWS-B when it reached the other end of the sample.
The excited signal is a square wave with a frequency of 300 kHz and a high voltage of 150 V, and
the signal period is 30 s are used this study. The design principle and testing method of RT-100
have been published [31] and are used to synchronously monitor ultrasonic wave and AE activity
for rock samples. This apparatus was developed by the authors and it has been patented in China
(ZL2014101711015). A diagram of this device is shown in Figure 1a.

2.2. Test Specimens

The salt specimens were sourced from Jintan Salt Mine, Jiangsu Province, China. The rocks were
extracted from approximately 850–878 m below ground level. In order to eliminate the influence of
impurities on the mechanical and acoustic characteristics of rock salt, the NaCl mass fraction of the
sample was selected to be above 90%. The original rocks were polished into standard cylinders with a
diameter of 100 mm and a length of 200 mm, and the smoothness of the samples was controlled to
within 0.02 mm. Four standard rock samples were processed in this study and they were tested under
different confining stress pressures. In statistical theory, the larger the sample size, the more reliable
the data will be. However, analysis of statistical results was not the focus of this paper.

2.3. Test Procedures

In this study, the deformation characteristics of rock salt under triaxial compression conditions
were tested when the confining stresses was 5, 10, 15, and 20 MPa. The axial loading force was
controlled by a lateral strain increments rate of 0.6 mm/min. The amplifiers for ultrasonic waves
and AE signals were set to 40 dB. The noise threshold was set to 40 dB as well. The sampling rate of
ultrasonic waves and AE signals is 2 MHz. The ultrasonic wave velocities were measured every 30 s,
while AE information was monitored during all the testing times.

The installation of the sample and sensors followed the steps that are described in the following.
First, a coupling medium (Model: PXUAC, produced by Pengxiang Technology Company, Changsha,
Hunan province, China) was smeared evenly on the surface of a salt sample to ensure full contact
between the sample and the surrounding medium. Second, UWS-A and UWS-B (as shown in Figure 1b)
were placed at both ends of the sample. In order to keep the sample away from a high-pressure liquid
in the chamber, UWS-A, UWS-B, and the salt sample were sealed together by rubber thermoplastic
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casing. Subsequently, the rock sample was set on the base of the rock mechanics testing machine, and
axial strain gauges, lateral strain gauge, and AE sensors were fixed around the sample. Each sensor is
designed with grooves for holding the spring. The arrangement of AE sensors presents a characteristic
of spatial symmetrical distribution, and the distance between them should be as far as possible to
ensure a wider range of monitoring. Meanwhile, the operability of sensor installation should also be
considered. The arrangement of the different sensors is shown in Figure 1b and the layouts of six AE
sensors are shown in Figure 1c.
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Figure 1. Triaxial compression loading test of rock salt specimens: (a) diagram of an integrated testing
device with ultrasonic wave and acoustic emission (AE) activity; (b) installation of strain gauges,
ultrasonic sensors, and AE sensors; and, (c) layout of six AE sensors.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Deformation Characteristics

Salt rock is a kind of “soft” rock, which does not show “yield” characteristics under triaxial
stress conditions. The higher the confining pressure level, the more obvious this feature becomes [32].
A typical axial stress–strain relationship of a “hard” rock under a triaxial compression test is presented
in Figure 2a [33]. The stages of crack closure, elastic behavior, stabilized-growth of cracks, and
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accelerated-growth of cracks can be clearly distinguished. However, these clear boundaries between
the different stages are not present for rock salt, as shown in Figure 2b. Not only is the crack closure
stage unclear, but also the peak stress cannot be easily detected. Even though its axial strain had
exceeded 5%, rock salt still had a higher load carrying capacity. Based on the axial stress–strain
curve and volume strain information, the deformation process of rock salt can be divided into four
stages (Figure 2b): the elastic compression stage, the brittle-ductile transition with crack initiation, the
brittle-ductile transition with damage initiation, and the plastic deformation and strain hardening
stage [29,34]. The details of these stages are, as follows.
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typical hard rock; and, (b) four deformation stages of rock salt under the confining pressure of 5 MPa.

Stage I, the elastic compression stage (OB). When the rock was drilled from the deep underground,
its original structures were disturbed due to the reduction of the surrounding stress [35]. In this stage,
the salt crystal became more compact under compressive stress from three directions, which could
be regarded as compensation for artificial structural disturbance that is caused by excavation. The
elastic compression stage was a short-term and completely reversible process. The first part of this
stage was primary crack closure. Subsequently, axial stress–strain curves and volumetric deformation
were dominated by a linear change responding to the increasing of loading stress. The modulus of
elasticity can be obtained by this linear slope of the axial stress–strain curve. This stage ended at the
elastic linearity boundary, which is also called the crack initiation threshold (point B in Figure 2b).
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Stage II: brittle-ductile transition with crack initiation (BC). The salt samples experienced a
transition from elastic deformation to plastic deformation in this region and the elastic deformation
played a leading role. A few micro-cracks were generated with a controllable development, and the
slippage among the salt crystals began to occur. The compressive volume strain of rock salt first
significantly increased and then reached its peak at the end of this phase. This region began at point B,
which was recorded as the crack initiation threshold, and it ended at point C, which was defined as the
dilatancy boundary. During this process, AE activity began, while S-waves’ and P-waves’ velocities
remained steady.

Stage III: brittle-ductile transition with damage initiation. When the loading stress exceeded the
dilatancy boundary, the lateral strain became much larger than the axial strain, which brought about
a dilatancy to rock salt. In previous studies [29], rock permeability would sharply increase when
dilatancy occurred, which posed a threat to the sealing ability for the gas storage. During this stage,
the volumetric strain curve turned from the peak to 0, and the axial stress at the volume strain of 0
(point D in Figure 2b) was regarded as the short-term strength of the rock salt. This was a transitional
phase from elastic deformation to plastic deformation, and the latter had a dominant position. An
unstable rapidly developing crack growth occurred, which was accompanied by intense AE activities.

Stage IV: the plastic deformation with hardening strain. After the loading axial stress exceeded
the short-term strength, the volumetric strain of the salt sample continued to increase and it exhibited
viscoplastic deformation. Although the rock salt had undergone large axial deformation, it did not
“yield” with the ability to carry stress, which was exactly the difference between rock salt and other
rocks. The salt sample exhibited a typical drum-shaped failure characteristic under three-dimensional
stress conditions, as shown in Figure 3.
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of rock salt after triaxial loading test; and, (c) AE locations of rock salt under triaxial loading test.

3.2. Ultrasonic Wave Analysis

When elastic waves encounter obstacles during propagation, such as inclusions, holes, and cracks,
the wave velocity decreases, which can be calculated by the length of the sample and the propagation
time [9]. The propagation time is obtained by interpreting the received waveform information. Figure 4
shows a set of the excited and thereceived ultrasonic waveform.
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(b) a received P-wave waveform; and, (c) a received S-wave waveform; (d) a received AE waveform;
the blue dotted line is the symmetrical centerline of the waveform; the red dotted line is the recorded
time of arrival of ultrasonic signal.

The change of ultrasonic wave velocities through rock salt under triaxial loading stress is shown in
Figure 5a. Both P-waves and S-waves had slightly increased wave velocities at the elastic compression
stage. Subsequently, their velocities remained stable during the brittle-ductile transition process. This
finding was unexpected and different from typical brittle rock [18], and it suggested that the new
cracks that were generated inside the rock were negligible during this period. One possible reason
is that the sliding and embedding actions among the salt crystals are controlling rock deformation,
even if the axial strain has reached 0.5%. When the crystal slide exceeded their limits at the plastic
deformation stage, a large number of micro-cracks were produced and then connected with each other.
The P-wave and S-wave velocities began to decline, as shown in Figure 5a. Based on the ultrasonic
wave velocities, the crack density of rock can be calculated. Previous research [10,11] presented the
relationship between ultrasonic wave velocity and crack density, as shown as Equation (1):
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where ξ is the crack density in the rock sample, Vp and Vs are the P-wave and S-wave velocities in the
damage-free rock sample, and Vp and Vs are the P-wave and S-wave velocities in the damage-bearing
rock sample. Figure 5b presents the crack density curves of rock salt under different confining pressures
in the triaxial compression tests. The four curves have a consistent trend: first, decreasing remaining
constant for a while, and then the increasing significantly. The lower the confining pressure, the
greater the slope of the fracture density curve and the faster the crack development rate. The above
results are effective verifications of crack growth inhibition by confining pressure. Additionally, the
ultrasonic wave velocity and crack density can indeed illustrate the development of rock damage.
However, we do not recommend regarding them as the damage prediction index for rock salt under
triaxial compression tests, for the wave velocity change is not significant before the plastic deformation
phase, and the interpretation of the waveform information, especially S-waves, was confounded by
the subjective influence of the tester.

Ultrasonic waves will decay when there are granular structures, defects, and impurities in the
medium. In addition, a part of the ultrasonic energy will convert into heat because of the friction
between rock grains. All the above will lead to loss of ultrasonic energy, which is presented by the
reduction of the ultrasonic wave amplitude. Figure 5c shows the changes of the P-wave and S-wave
amplitude during the process of rock salt damage. A was the amplitude when the rock was subjected
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to external stress and A0 was the initial amplitude before the test. As can be seen from Figure 5c, the
P-wave amplitude rose at first, then remained constant, and then decreased with the development
of rock damage. What was interesting about the data in this figure was that the P-wave amplitude
began to decrease after entering the plastic deformation stage. The attenuation did not happen at the
brittle-ductile transition or the beginning of the plastic deformation stage. This meant that there were
not enough new cracks in the sample to hinder the ultrasonic wave propagation at that moment, even
though the sample had a large deformation.

The ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient, α, is used to indicate the degree of attenuation of
sound waves as they propagate through the medium. It is defined using Equation (2):

α =
20
x

lg
A
A0

(2)

where x is the propagation distance and lg is the logarithm. Figure 5d provides the relationship
between the ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient and the axial stress-strain curves. The attenuation
coefficient α had an increasing trend at the beginning of the test, remaining stable at the brittle-ductile
transition stage. Subsequently, it slightly decreased when the sample entered the plastic deformation
stage, and the slope began to increase as the test progressed. These results were consistent with the
change in the ultrasonic amplitude.
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Figure 5. Ultrasonic wave characteristics of rock salt under a triaxial loading test: (a) the relationship
of ultrasonic wave velocity and axial stress–stain curve; (b) the relationship of crack density and axial
stress–stain curve; (c) the relationship of ultrasonic wave amplitude and axial stress-stain curve; and,
(d) the relationship of ultrasonic wave attenuation coefficient and axial stress–stain curve.

3.3. AE Activity

The AE activity is accompanied by the rock damage process with different release intensities. Six
sensors work independently to monitor the AE activity of the rock sample. When the energy released
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is monitored by four or more sensors, the location of this source can be determined by the difference of
arrival time. The calculation method is shown in Equation (3) [36].

(xk − x0)
2 + (yk − y0)

2 + (zk − z0)
2 = vp

2(tk − t0)
2 (3)

where xk, yk, and zk are the sensor’s (No. K) coordinates. x0, y0, and z0 are the artificial testing
coordinates. vp is the P-wave velocity. tk and t0 are the excitation and reception time of the signal,
respectively. Figure 6 presents the AE event number of rock salt under the confining pressure of 5, 10,
15, and 20 MPa, respectively. The AE activity was weak and few AE events occurred at the beginning
of the loading experiment. Subsequently, it started to be more active with increasing frequency. This
was caused by salt crystal slippage in the sample and ensuing continuous energy release. Different
from “hard” rocks, the main peak of AE activity of rock salt was difficult to find during the triaxial
compression test for the energy was released by a series of continuous similar-strength earthquakes,
and it was maintained at a high intensity until the end of the test.
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test: (a) confining pressure of 5 MPa; (b) confining pressure of 10 MPa; (c) confining pressure of 15 MPa;
and, (d) confining pressure of 20 MPa.

The AE event map, which is a display of rock damage status, was calculated by the arrival time of
AE signals received by six sensors, as shown in Figure 7. The AE events are more concentrated at the
middle part of the salt samples, since the most severe damage occurred there. This map is a conclusive
verification of rock damage. The sample became “thickened” after the loading test, and the maximum
lateral deformation occurred in the middle area, resembling the shape of a drum. All of these features
were consistent with the AE event map. In summary, the AE event map can clearly express the
distribution and severity for rock damage, and it lays a foundation for quantitative evaluation of the
damage degree of rock salt.
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As for the experimental evidence of AE events under the confining stress of 5, 10, 15, or 20 MPa, the
AE activity clearly varied under different confining pressures, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. According
to the statistics results, 14763, 7673, 2674, and 703 AE events occurred from the test start to the axial
strain of 8%, under confining pressures 5, 10, 15, and 20 MPa, respectively. The higher that the confining
pressure was, the less the active the AE events were. Figure 7 presents the AE event maps of rock salt
under different confining pressures, which clearly reflected that confining pressure had an inhibitory
effect on AE activity. The relationship between confining pressure and AE activity has been studied
previously [37], using the following expression:

τeff = σs − (c0 + σN tan ϕ) (4)

where τeff is effective stress on fracture surface, c0 is cohesion on fracture surface, ϕ is the internal
friction angle on the fracture surface, σS is the shear stress on fracture surface that was caused by axial
stress and confining pressure, and σN is the vertical stress on fracture surface caused by axial stress
and confining pressure. Using Equation (4) and the geometric relationship that is shown in Figure 7e,
Equations (5) and (6) can be derived:

σs = (σ1 − σ3) cos2 β + σ3 sin2 β (5)

σN = (σ1 − 2σ3) cos β sin β (6)

where σ1 is the axial stress, σ3 is the confining pressure, and β is the horizontal inclination of the fracture
surface. When the axial loading stress was the same, the effective shear stress on the fracture surface
became lower with increasing confining pressure, which inhibited crack expansion and AE activity.

4. Discussions

Rock deformation is accompanied by energy release, which can be recorded by AE sensors. The
released energy is equal to the sum of the absolute value of the area between the envelope of the signal
wave and the threshold line. Figure 8 presents the energy release process of rock salt under different
confining pressures during the triaxial loading test. According to the energy fluctuation, the damage
process of rock salt can be divided into four stages, as shown in Figure 8. The characteristics of each
stage are described below.

(1) Stage I: At the beginning of the test, the AE activity of rock salt was weak, displaying very
little energy release. At this stage, the rock sample was under a confining pressure and axial loading
stress on the top, which can be regarded as external energy input. The sample was experiencing elastic
and compression deformation, and the energy absorption from the surrounding system was at its
highest level.
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(2) Stage II: With increasing axial loading stress, the energy input from the external system
continued to increase. However, energy in the sample reached its limit, and the rock salt had no
further ability to absorb energy. Therefore, the excess energy had to be released in another way: it was
consumed in the sliding and embedding actions among the salt crystals, followed by the generation
and expansion of micro-cracks. This stage corresponds to the brittle-ductile transition of the rock salt in
which irreversible rock damage occurred. The AE activity continued to increase throughout this stage.

(3) Stage III: At this stage, the steady rise in AE energy release changed to an irregular fluctuating
trend and the energy release rate remained at a high level. Due to the rapid expansion of internal
cracks in the rock, the rock salt produced large deformation. The AE activity was extremely intense,
and the released energy reached its peak at the end of this stage. Some researchers thought [38,39]
that there was a period of stagnation of AE before it reaches the energy peak. After the peak point, the
energy release intensity dropped significantly. Due to the large deformation characteristics and strain
hardening properties of rock salt, the triaxial compression strength cannot be accurately determined.
In this study, the stress when the AE energy is at its peak is defined as the “damage ultimate stress”,
which has the same unit and physical meaning as the triaxial compressive strength. The triaxial
compression strength was replaced with the “damage ultimate stress”, from which the friction angle
and cohesion of rock salt can be determined.

(4) Stage IV: When the axial stress exceeded the damage stress limit, significant structural damage
occurred with a large number of connected cracks in the sample. However, the rock salt still had a
stress carrying ability. The intensity of AE activity decreased significantly, but it was still active.
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of 20 MPa.

In the above study, four critical stresses were involved: crack initiation threshold stress, dilatancy
boundary stress, short-term strength, and damage ultimate stress. These critical stresses of rock salt
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under different confining pressures during the triaxial loading test were presented, as shown in Table 1.
The crack initiation threshold is the end of the linear elastic deformation stage, after which the salt
samples enter a process with elastic and plastic deformation coexisting when the axial stress exceeds the
crack initiation threshold. It is the dividing line between recoverable and unrecoverable deformation,
with important engineering value. Rock dilatancy is caused by the generation of internal micro cracks
or the movement of crystals. The dilatancy boundary stress is obtained by the peak of the axial
stress–strain curve, and this stress is 60–80% of the rock strength. In this study, the dilatancy of rock
salt occurred in the brittle-ductile transition stage, and it was inferred that this dilatancy phenomenon
resulted in the motion of salt crystal slip and not the generation of cracks, for the ultrasonic wave
velocity did not drop, but it remained stable. When the confining stresses of the rock were 5, 10, 15,
and 20 MPa, the crack initiation thresholds were 59.76%, 67.40%, 67.51%, and 63.06% of the short-term
strength of the rock salt, respectively; and, the dilatancy boundary stresses were 80.47%, 80.11%,
77.66%, and 72.97% of the short-term strength of the rock salt, respectively. According to these data, it
is inferred that the stress interval between the crack initiation threshold and the dilatancy boundary is
short, and that the dilatancy will happen soon after the linear elastic deformation stage. Subsequently,
the volume strain curve will decrease after dilatancy, and the stress when the volumetric strain is “0”
is defined as the short-term strength of rock salt. The short-term strength is a particularly important
boundary of the brittle-ductile transition stage and the plastic deformation stage. When the axial
stress exceeds the short-term strength, the damage of rock salt will dramatically develop, as seen in
the decline of ultrasonic wave velocity and the rising of AE events. The rock salt enters a stage of
accelerated plastic deformation, with uncontrollable crack development. The internal structure of the
rock has undergone considerable changes, which is extremely detrimental to the sealing and stability
of underground gas storage. When the confining stress changed from 5 to 20 MPa, the short-term
strength of rock salt increased from 16.9 to 22.2 MPa. It is clear that the confining stress has a certain
influence on the short-term strength of rock salt, yet the effect is not extraordinarily strong. In this
study, the damage ultimate stress was determined by the peak of the AE energy release of the rock salt.
It is seen as the ultimate strength of the rock, like the triaxial compressive strength of hard rock. When
the load on the rock exceeds this value, the rock will break and the underground structure will not
be stable.

Table 1. Four critical strengths of rock salt under triaxial compression test.

Critical Strength/MPa
Confining Pressure

5 MPa 10 MPa 15 MPa 20 MPa

Crack initiation threshold stress 10.1 12.2 13.3 14.0
Dilatancy boundary stress 13.6 14.5 15.3 16.2

Short-term strength 16.9 18.1 19.7 22.2
Damage ultimate stress 27.1 29.9 41.2 52.3

5. Conclusions

In this study, controlled laboratory experiments on salt rock samples under triaxial stress were
performed to analyze the ultrasonic wave characteritics and AE activities during the rock damage
process. The conclusions of the study are summarized, as follows:

1. The deformation of rock salt under triaxial loading stress was divided into four stages with
individual characteristics. The elastic compression stage was a short-term and reversible process, with
a slight increase of ultrasonic wave velocity and few AE events. This stage ended at the crack initiation
threshold, after which the brittle-ductile transition stage with crack initiation began with a controllable
crack development. At this stage, the deformation was mainly due to the slippage of salt grains. AE
activity began to increase, while the S-waves’ and P-waves’ velocities remained constant. When the
loading stress exceeded the dilatancy boundary, the rock salt entered the brittle-ductile transition of
damage initiation stage, with intense AE activity and fluctuation of ultrasonic wave velocities. The last
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stage was plastic deformation with strain hardening, and the sample exhibited a typical drum-shaped
failure, however, it did not “yield” at the end of the test. The AE activity was especially pronounced,
and the P-waves’ and S-waves’ velocities began to significantly decrease.

2. Ultrasonic wave velocity, crack density, ultrasonic wave amplitude, and attenuation coefficient
have consistent changes with the damage process of the rock salt under the triaxial compression tests.
However, the ultrasonic wave amplitude is recommended as the damage prediction index, not the
ultrasonic wave velocity or crack density. The wave velocity attenuation is not significant before the
plastic deformation phase, and the interpretation of the waveform information, especially S-waves, was
confounded by the subjective influence of the tester. Additionally, the higher the confining pressure
level, the smaller the ultrasonic wave fluctuation.

3. The confining pressure inhibited the crack expansion and AE activity. The higher the confining
pressure, the lower the effective shear stress on the fracture surface and the less pronounced the AE
events. Based on the AE activity and energy release characteristics, the damage ultimate stress was
defined and then determined. It could be regarded as the triaxial compression strength and it could
play a key role in the evaluation of the stability of underground engineering structures.

4. The ultrasonic wave test is an active testing method, and AE activity monitoring is a
passive testing method. Both technologies can reveal the rock damage process in different ways.
A mathematical model relating the two types of parameters should be obtained to precisely and
accurately predict the rock damage evolution. This goal is the next research direction of the authors.
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